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•KENNEDY WOULD "DEPOSE" BRIDGES
ILWU Coast Caucus Delegates Observe Fishbowl Negotiations

US Senator John F. Kennedy
made it plain during the past
fortnight that if elected President he will appoint "an effective attorney general" whose effectiveness will he aimed at decapitating the ILWU and the International Brotherhood of
Teamsters.
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- A previously postponed ILWU Coast
Longshore, Shipsclerks and Walking
Bosses Caucus convened in San Francisco last Monday and on the next day
observed the ILWU-PMA negotiating
committees in action fishbowl style.

Microphones were set up on the bargaining table so that all 'delegates in
the big Santa Maria hall at ILWU
headquarters could hear- every word
exchanged. The caucus was expected
to remain in session until resolvement

The Democratic candidate revealed
his intent on three separate occasions
up to Dispatcher press time. In a campaign speech at Salt Lake City he said:
"An effective attorney general under
present federal law could remove James
Hoffa as head of the Teamsters' Union
and depose Harry Bridges as boss of
the Longshoremen."
STATEMENT IS CHECKED
ILWU officers took- pains to check
the, statement by long distance telephone with newspapermen covering the
.
speech.
During his first nationally televised
debate with Richard Nixon, Republican
of issues is reached on port improve- candidate for President, Kennedy asment and modernization—the key col- serted that he "could not be satisfied
lective bargaining item upon which the so long as James Hoffa is free."
Again on October 1, in a television
clock has been stopped since last June.
In attendance at the caucus were 95 show with NBC's Huntley and Brinkley, he reaffirmed his vendetta against
delegates from 37 dock locals.
Hoffa and lashed out against cooperation between the Teamsters and ILWU.
His reference was to the agreement between ILWU and the Teamsters to end
jurisdictional strife and work together
issue was meaningless.
in the interest of their respective memAccording to Papps, the TAM is colberships.
lecting a record of these investigations,
POINTS UP ILWU POSITION
and will go before Congress with a comFollowing the Salt Lake City speech,
plaint that unionists are being persecuted under the statute and request ILWU President Bridges and Secreappropriate amendment of the anti- tary-Treasurer Louis Goldblatt sent a
letter to all locals on behalf of the
labor law.
In other actions, the IAM conven- ILWU Executive Board in which they
tion approved the goal of a 30-hour said:
week of five six-hour days as a means • "This statement points up in the
of alleviating the pressures of automa- sharpest manner some of the reasons
behind the executive board action
tion and unemployment.
In its report to the convention the (withholding endorsement of either
resolution committee warned that 4,- major candidate—Ed.) and confirms
000,000 unemployed "are in effect sur- and publicly documents what we have
plus on today's labor market. Automa- charged, i.e., that an AFL7C10 deal
tion adds to this total every day with with Senator John F. Kennedy to put
no evidence of any reversal of the trend him in the White House includes the
use of the Presidency, if he should gain
to more and more unemployed."
The committee warned that "this it, to proceed under Senator Kennedy's
army of unemployed" will be used by own Kennedy - Landrum - Griffin law
employers to "undermine highly organ- against those unions which fail to go
ized unions in manufacturing indus- along with AFL-CIO support of Kew.
nedy.
tries.
"The executive board expresses its
resentment 'that a candidate for the
highest office in our land has seen fit
to try to collect votes by proposing to
behead the ILWU. Is Kennedy promis-,
ing us a fifth Bridges case if he is
"patrolmen" in 23 cities of the Atlan- elected? If this union decides to get antic, Gulf and Pacific Coasts, the Great other ILWU president, we have all the
Lakes, and the Mississippi and Ohio rules necessary to do that. And we had
rivers.
these rules long before Kennedy drove
Curran has presided over the 40,000- through his anti-labor K-L-G law. We
member NMU for' more than two dec- need no help from Kennedy—elected or
ades and is a vice-president and execu- not—to help us run a democratic untive council member of the AFL-CIO. ion.
The complaints filed by Secretary of
"We urge all ILWU members to proLabor James P. Mitchell charged that test this Kennedy statement to their
the NMU election was held without the local Democratic party leaders and to
secret ballot required by the KLG law. sustain the executive board statement
Mitchell asked the court to order a.new of no endorsements."
•
election under government supervision,
(See Editorial on Page 2).

IAM Assails KLG 'Gumshoe' Tactics
_ST. LOUIS, Mo. — The anti-labor
Kennedy - Landrum - Griffin Act came
under bitter attack here at the 25th
convention of the International Association of Machinists, for its use of
"secretive" and "gumshoe". investigative procedures.
A. J. Hayes, IAM president, and union general counsel, Plato Papps, lashed
out against methods of investigation
used by the Bureau of Labor-Management Reports and the FBI, and the use
of the anti-labor law as means of destroying the reputation of local union
officials in their own communities.
This has happened, according to
these union officials, even in cases in
which investigation proved to be fruitless and no prosecution resulted. This
is the way the procedure was described
at the JAM Convention:
An investigator appears in the community without warning. He does not
approach the subject of the investigation, but first goes to tile man's grocer,
for instance, to find out how much the
suspect spends on groceries. The investigator also goes to the suspect's bank,
to inquire about the state of his fiminces. The same thing happens with
various tradesmen in the community.
All this time the union official being
Investigated rarely hears anything

ELECTION NOTICES
Loaal 92, Portland
ILWIT Local 92 will hold election by ballot
vote for president, secretary and dispatcher, and
vice-presidents for the three areas, PortlandVancouver, Lower Columbia River and the
Southern Oregon Area, and executive board
members from each port. Nominations will close
at the November 91h meeting. Primaries will be,
held and ,a run-off by the December 14th meeting for officers for the ensuing year, 1961,

about it, even though his reputation is
in process of being destroyed.
Much later, the investigator may approach the union officer and ask to see
his books. This is usually the only
thing the suspect ever hears, directly,
about the investigation. However, practically everyone else in the community
knows that he is under some sort of
suspicion.
In most cases the investigation is
dropped as quietly as it was started but
neither the suspect nor those who have
been questioned'receive any word that
the union official has been exonerated
of the suspicion.
The union attorney told delegates the
entire procedure is basically un-American. As American citizens, he said,
union officials have a right to be notified of accusations against them and
have the further right of defense. Furthermore, if there is no ground for
suspicion, both the official and the
public should be told that the entire

US Seeks to Scuttle NMU
Election, Kick Curran Out
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The United
States Department of Labor last Monday moved into New York Federal District Court to throw out the reelection
of Joseph Curran as president of the
National Maritime Union on grounds
that the ballot was improperly held.
United States officials, taking advantage of the 1959 Kennedy-LandrumGriffin law filed 'suit to set aside the
election not only of Curran but also
the Secretary-Treasurer Steve Federoff, three vice-presidents and three national representatives, as well as 67

Candidate
Also After
Teamsters
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A Deal, A Candidate and A Threat

THE BEAM
By Harry Bridges
NYONE WHO STOPS to think for a minute would realize
that something more must be going on in New York at the
United Nations than the three-ring circus the newspapers are
describing. We have already pointed to the shifting balance of
power- to explain the presence of so many top leaders—practically every significant political figure in the world has attended
these UN sessions except Adenauer and De Gaulle, and the
Chinese who are still excluded.
President Eisenhower didn't suddenly change his mind and
decide to speak at the UN because Soviet leader Khrushchev has
shown up. He, and his advisers, decided that the President had
to make a real appeal to the new African states on behalf of the
United States, and Khrushchev coming along made them aware
of how important this matter is. Eisenhower did make such an
appeal outlining a program for the development of Africa primarily through the offices of the UN. This speech was an attack
against "poverty, illiteracy and disease." And it was a speech
—despite its generalities—which we in the ILWU could wholeheartedly support. Which is more than you can say for either
of the Presidential candidates. Neither of them understands,
much less dares speak out with any integrity and honesty on
the whole question of aiding these underdeveloped countries in
their revolutions and in their drive to develop in their own way.
This right of running their affairs and of using their countries'
resources as they see fit is guaranteed the people of every nation
by the UN Charter. More and more people in the colonial areas
are exercising this right.
Eisenhower came to the UN for the same reason MacMillan
came flying over from England at the last minute—neither
could afford to stay away. And both, in their speeches, made a
real effort to win over the neutrals, the uncommitted, and the
recently independent nations. These are the countries which want
and need peace and economic development, and not atom bombs
and cold war. These are the countries which see disarmament
as the. key to eliminating their own "poverty, illiteracy and
disease."
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HILE John F. Kennedy was burning up
high octane in his private plane and his
brothers and other of his representatives were
spending Papa Kennedy's money along the political trade routes to erase any possible bumps
or obstacles in the path of a first-ballot steamroller at the Democratic Convention, a few,
particularly in ILWU, saw a familiar pattern
emerging.
We had been a spectacular victim of that
pattern when it consisted of deals between
Harry Truman and Phil Murray and the hangers-on of the CIO.
The objective of these deals was to harass,
decapitate and wreck those unions which refused to go along uncritically on any political
line or any political support, even of local candidates, as decided by the top hierarchy. Ours
was one of, those unions. It insisted upon exercise of its autonomy and adhered to the belief that the rank and file of the union knew
best what was good or not good for it. We well
remember Phil Murray as President of the
CIO telling one of our delegations, "If the
rank and file decided that, the rank and file
was wrong!"

W

S RESULT of ILWU's defiance, Phil Murray moved against it with Operation Expulsion and the Truman administration moved
against it with Operation Decapitation and
,numerous other Operations Harassment. Long
disproved charges were reframed against President Bridges and prodigious effort was made
to railroad him and J. R. Robertson and Henry
Schmidt to prison.
New effort was made to deport Bridges.
The National Labor Relations Board began to
make outrageous rulings in cases involving
ILWU. The FBI flooded the then Territory of
Hawaii with special agents to "condition"
ILWU members against the union, and, when
this failed, the Department of Justice indicted
Jack Hall, ILWU regional director in Hawaii,
on phoney charges. Does it sound fantastic?
Still available are the recordings of conversations between an ILWU staff member in Hawaii and two FBI agents in which they wanted
it discreetly conveyed to. Jack Hall—"if he
was the sort of a man who might listen to
Such proposal"—that the indictment could be
dropped if Hall would agree to lead a splitting
movement to take Hawaiians out of ILWU.
At the same time, employers were being encouraged to sue ILWU under the Taft-Hartley
law, All the powers of government including
a Coast Guard screening program, and all the
gimmicks of law were hurled against this defiant union, and CIO staff was diverted to the

A

dirty job of trying to buy dissidents within the
union to do a wrecking job.
*
LL THIS explains why the officials of
ILWU knew what they were doing when
they charged, while the AFL-CIO was capitulating to Senator Kennedy to put over the Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin Act, that a fix was in.
The deal was for the top brass of AFL-CIO
to support passage of the anti-labor law and
support Kennedy for President, the quid pro
quo being that Kennedy, when and if elected,
would use the act against those unions which
embarrassed that organization's fat-bottoMs.
What embarrasses such leadership most, of
course, are trade unions gains made by independent unions at the same time that the fatbottomed boys are failing to do anything about
mechanization or needed wage increases and
telling the rank and file that "this just isn't
the year for it, et cetera," ad nauseum.
The one surprise about the deal is that Senator Kennedy has now confirmed with his own
lips that one of his prime objectives is to remove the elected leadership of the ILWU and
the Teamsters. In three statements made during the past fortnight he has said that "an
effective attorney general," (no doubt his
brother, Bob) could under present federal law,
remove James Hoffa as leader of the Teamsters' union and depose Harry Bridges as
"boss" of the longshoremen; that he "cannot
be satisfied so long as Fiala remains free,"
and that cooperation between the ILWU and
the Teamsters is an evil thing.
So be it. Senator Kennedy has declared himself. He believes he should decide who should
be president of the ILWU and who should be
president of the Teamsters. Never mind the
ranks of the unions. The Kennedy family knows
what is best for them!
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O RECOGNIZE that with the addition of these many new
T
of US foreign policy is to state a fact which our newspapers
nations the UN can no longer be manipulated as an instrument

haven't gotten around to telling us yet. Nor will they probe into
this charge, even if they ever do report it.
Why has the addition of these many African and Asian countries so altered the UN? Because these new nations, which now
hold the balance of power, are not convinced that all the fine
words of the western powers don't still cover up the same old
policies of which they were the victims not so very long ago.
It is no answer to ridicule Khrushchev or to pour scorn on
Castro. The hard fact is that much that these men have said
makes sense to the Africans and Asians, even if it still makes
little sense to many of the people in our country. Powerful world
figures like Nehru, Sukarno, Nasser and Tito take the debate
seriously. They understand and they share the suspicion which
rests in the minds of the new UN members. They are setting the
tone of the UN and their votes will become increasingly crucial
in the days ahead. The Russians know this and so do the men
in our own State Department.
Speeches and promises alone won't win over these new nations
to the side of. the United States. We must demonstrate by concrete and specific policies that we do in fact mean what we say
when we talk about our concern about helping these countries
solve their many economic, political and social problems, and
our determination to see to it that each nation has a chance
to progress and grow in the direction its own people want. There
are a couple of touchstones by which these nations are today
judging the western powers—South Africa, Cuba and Algeria.

fts-_,satc_64
DOES the United States stand on discrimination
and exploitation on grounds of race and color? For how
WHERE
long will we help the French finance the slaughter in Algeria?
When will we see the reality of the Cuban revolution in terms
of the needs of the Cuban people? The answers to these questions will determine the extent of our influence among the new
nations in the UN.
In each of these lands the people are struggling for precisely
the same thing, and in some instances in precisely the same way,
as have the leaders of the new nation delegations sitting in the
UN councils.
It may be asking too much for Eisenhower or Herter to
understand what Castro or the Algerians are after and to be
sympathetic to their aspirations. But you can be sure that
Nehru, Nasser and Sukarno understand.
Most people in the United States may dismiss the struggle in
the Congo as madness. But the leaders of Guinea and Ghana
see it differently. They've been through this mill and they are
not deceived.
The battle in the UN is going to determine the future of
the wor111. The welfare of each one of us is deeply involved in
the decisions being taken there. We cannot ignore the underlying
realities which are frequently beclouded by the debate and the
votes, and the reports of the American press which see it all as
some kind of a football ga.me between the "good guys" and the
"bad guys,"
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Here's a montage closeMani,thieSSeS
up as ILWU and PMA
negotiators continued efforts this week to reach
agreement on a port improvement and modernization program, on which the clock stopped last June.
Delegates to the Coast caucus of longshore, shipsclerks and walking boss locals listened in and subsequently debated the matter.

dialdit*

Delegate Rania Reports
Philippines Discontent

Af Dock Caucus

Left to right, ILWU President Harry Bridges, Second Vice President Germain BuIcke and Coast La-

bor Relations Committeeman Howard J. Bodine. Bulcke, whose resignation as
vice president takes effect at the end of the caucus, was unanimously elected to
preside over the important meeting. He leaves to become area arbitrator in Los
Angeles-Long Beach Harbor under the ILWU-PMA contract.

Local 10 Boycott
Group Joins the
Fight Against Sears
SAN FRANCISCO — The national
consumers boycott of Sears Roebuck—
which started in San Francisco when
the labor-hating corporation fired several hundred employees for respecting
a legitimate picket line—was joined by
a force of fifty Local 10 longshoremen,
and their families recently.
The demonstration - was organized by
the recently formed Local 10 Boycott
Committee co-chaired by Business
Agent Tommy Silas and rank and filer
Jack Hogan.
The boycott of Sears continues
throughout the nation as labor bodies
and individual Unionists protest against,
the 'Union busting behavior of Sears,
and as a warning to other corporations
who might hope to take. a leattibtit of
Sears' book.
.,.The San • Francisco Labor •• Council
"(AFL-CIO) is spearheading this .nationwide protest, which is now considered, one of the • most successful cone
sumer boycotts in U. S. history.
Local 1.0's Boycott Committee has
announced plans to demonstrate in support of the southern sit-ins against
discrimination, by joining picket lines
at Woolworth and Kress stores in San
Francisco, it Was announced by Tom
Lupher, secretary of the Boycott Committee. All longshorethen have been
invited to participate and bring their
families.

One Man Does Work of Ten
LEGGET, Calif.—Automation in the
lumber industry, according to the current issue of The Lumberjack News
and Unemployed Worker, has, reached
the point where one plywood worker
can now do the work of eight men.
"Sawmill green chains are going the
same road, with one man displacing
four to 20 men, depending on,the size
of the mill."

National Journal
Features Chester

HONOLULU—Poverty is rampant in
the Philippines, one out of every four
workers is unemployed, and nothing effective is being done about it—except
for the growing organization of unions.
This ,was the highlight of comments
by Antonio Rania, ILWU Local 142
president, who returned recently from
a study of labor conditions in the
Philippines.
Rania was chairman of a three-man
ILWU delegation which included longshoremen Albert James of - Local 10
in San Francisco and George Bond of
Local 13 in Wilmington.
University students told me "what
has happened in Cuba could happen
here" if the drift continues, Rania said.
Ile added that "everyone we talked to
was critical of the Garcia administration for not meeting the country's problems. Stories of official graft and corruption continue to fill the newspapers."
UNION SEEN AS HOPE
"It is plain to see that the Philippines are crying for honest. effective
representation of the plain working
people and small farmers in government," Rania said.
Ile added, "The hope of Filipino
workers is that they can find a way
out by organizing in unions. Unionism
is popular. People want to join. Anything we in Hawaii can do. to assist
the growing Filipino labor movement
we should do."
Rania who•was raised in the Philippines and returned twice before, once
as a soldier in World War II, and
once to assist in the importation of
sugar workers to Hawaii in 1946.
The delegation had also intended to
visit Indonesia but was thwarted by a
strike of Pan American Airways employees, a typhoon, and delay in slow
action on their visa application. They
spent two weeks visiting union headquarters, meetings and picket lines in
Manila and Cebu, and peasant areas in
Northern Luzon.
RURAL REFORM NEEDED
Rania said that union officials told
him that the weakness of the Philippine labor movement is that it is splintered into 2,000 different unions.

There is a strong movement for a
united federation, however, Cipriano
Cid, head of the Philippine Association
of Free Labor Unions, which has about
70,000 of the 200,000 union members
in the Philippines is a strong unity
advocate.
"I got the impression too," Rania
said, "that Philippine unions will be
much stronger when the rank and file
worker becomes more developed and
active in union affairs. At present most
labor leaders do not come front the
ranks, but are lawyers or journalists."
Rania said that much of the rural injustice and need for land reform—
which led to the I-Iukbalahap uprising is
still largely unchanged.

Advocate of Rights
Praised by ILWU
SAN FRANCISCO—Joseph Forer, a
Washington, D. C. lawyer whose courageous courtroom defense of civil
rights and civil liberties victims has
brought him national fame, wqs greeted by ILWU officials in a telegram
sent to a fiftieth birthday testimonial
dinner held here September 23.
The wire signed by President Harry
Bridges and Secretary-Treasurer Louis
Goldblatt in behalf of the ILWU said
in part:
"Joe's record in. the battle to maintain and extend civil rights and civil
liberties in our land is known to everyone who has stood firm on the Bill of
Rights in the last two decades. We in
the ILWU have long recognized that
Joe was no summer soldier who would
disappear away when the going got
tough. We have always valued him as
a lawyer and trusted friend and we
have all been strengthened because he
has been on our side.
"None of us should have any illusions
of the battles that lie ahead but we
are confident that so long as our fighting strength remains' unimpaired, and
so long as we do not lapse into pessimism and despair, we will grow in
numbers and in confidence, and our defensive victories will be transformed
into positive gains' for the American
people."

William H. Chester, ILWU Regional Director for Northern California, is featured,in the October issue of Sepia, a nationally distributed
Negro magazine.
The article, "San Francisco's Waterfront Leadership," also gives
prominent display to the job being
perforthed by the first Negro port
captain on the Pacific Coast, Captain Randolph Osborne, who learned
the craft of shiploading as a longshoreman of many years experience,
as well as the important role played
by Negroes in the longshore local
and on the ILWU staff.
Chester has. "earned the respect
and admiration of all his fellow Union members," Sepia ,wrote, and
toted that more than 500 union
members recently tendered him a
banquet in honor,of. his many years
of service to labor in the community.
The ILWU is credited by the ar- A
ticle with having done more than
any other organization on the Coast
to tear down the walls of discrimination.
This union policy developed after
the 1934 maritime strike, meant,
"for the first time in Pacific Coast
port history, the Negro dock worker
was able to stand up like a man and
prove his' worth as a trade unionist," Sepia said.
Also named in the article among
ILWU members were Tommy Silas,
J. E. Walker, E. Jones, 0. Franklin, D. Littleton, P. Wheatley, J.
Houston, L. Barlow, E. Spiller, B.
Hunter, J. Washington, W. Williams,
M. Liston, and J. Greenfield. Staff
Officiating over order and distribution of
members included, Ella Hutch, Alidocuments at the ILWU Coast dock caucus
this week were, left to right, 1. L. Loveridge, Local 13, Wilmington; M. Tony
cia Williams, Ann Rand, Jean GundGarcia, Local 46, Port Hueneme, and Frank M. Andrews, Local 47, Olympia,
lach and Toby Jones.

Sergeants-at-Arms
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C ENATOR JOHN F. KENNEDY, the Democratic
nominee for President, is the scion of a family
political dynasty headed by his father, Joseph Kennedy, a Wall Street operator of fabulous wealth, who
was once the American ambassador to Great Britain.
Members of the family have boasted that they intended to place a son in the White House. The eldest
son, Joseph, Jr., lost his life in World War II, and.
the mantle thereupon fell upon the second son, John.
A four-year quiet,campaign to line up convention delegates, backed by the Kennedy wealth, resulted last
July in a first-ballot streamroller nomination by the Democratic National Convention. That the convention was rigged
is widely accepted and regretted by
many staunch Democrats.
Kennedy, in his role as a Congressman, later as Senator and now as campaigner for the Presidency, has stood
for all things to all men. He is able,
without blanching, to rationalize stands
at opposite poles. At one and the same
time he is for more arms and for disarmament, for getting tougher with the
Russians and for peaceful negotiations;
for condemnation of Castro and for freedom for colonial peoples; for threats to
use nuclear weapons over the Berlin
question and for relaxation of international tensions; for more rapid economic
growth ($7,000 or more a year for each
American family) and for greater sacrifices for national security; for more
federal spending on schools, housing,
medical care and social security, and for lower taxes;•
for elimination of racial regregation and discrimination and for guarantees to Southern Democrats (in
exchange for votes).
On key issues of importance to organized labor, he
assumes the role of protector of the rank and file
against their unions and is the chief architect of
the Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin Act, a low, body blow
against the democratic rights of labor and the collective bargaining power of unions in their dealings with
the employers.
URING KENNEDY'S service on the infamous
labor-baiting McClellan Senate Committee, he, his
brother Bob—chief counsel to the committee—and
Pierre Salinger, then the committee's chief investigator and now Kennedy's campaign press representative, made direct effort to disrupt and destroy efforts
of ILWU and the Teamsters to end what had in the
past been disastrous jurisdictional warfare and internecine strife.
The ILWU executive board was told directly by
Salinger that meetings between the two unions for
purposes of coordination in areas of mutual concern
were properly a subject of investigation by the committee. It was plain then, and confirmed by subsequent developments, that it was the intention of the
Kennedy brothers to use the McClellan committee
to make pariahs of the Teamsters' union and particularly its president—James R. Hoffa. The ILWU
Board was bluntly told that a subpoena for the entire
ILWU executive board could be issued if it didn't
cooperate,with this intent. Such subpoena was issued,
and an attempt was made to smear our union because
of its adherence to this principle of cooperation within
labor.
Nowhere in the annals of Congressional committees
do we find an attack that even approximates the
unbridled use of Congressional prerogatives to plague
and pillory one man—James Hoffa. Here we saw
completely unconscionable use of the power of the
McClellan Committee to keep officials of the Teamsters union continuously enmeshed in the machinery
of the committee and, in many cases, immobilized
for months.
That Kennedy is upon a continuing vendetta against
the ILWU and the Teamsters and the leadership of
these two unions has become a confirmed fact. Late
in September in Salt Lake City, in reply to a question, he said:
An effective attorney general could under present federal law remove Hoffa from leadership
of the Teamsters Union and depose Bridges as
boss of the longshoremen.
This was followed by another more direct threat
against Teamster President Hoffa during the course
of the first television debate between the Republican
and Democratic candidates, when Kennedy said, "I
cannot be satisfied so long as James Hoffa of. the
Teamsters Union is free."
And on October 1, appearing on a special HuntleyBrinkley TV news show, he launched a tirade' against
ILWU-Teamster cooperation as something evil, specifically mentioning Hoffa and Bridges.
HATEVER."PRO-LABOR" vOting record might
be claimed for Kennedy in Congress, the bard
fact remains that the Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin law
is his baby,.and in considering Kennedy's fitness for
the Presidency we are forced to bear in mind .what
this law 'does:
1. It provides for direct intervention of the government into the affairs and operations of unions.
This is a departure from Taft-Hartley. No union was
required to comply with Taft-Hartley and anyone
could decide to "forego" its doubtful benefits. The
longshorerrien, the mine workers, the typographical
workers to this day have not availed themselves of
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compliance with Taft-Hartley. The governmen taragencies, the staffs (which are strongly inclined to
perpetuate themselves) and all the others who have a
stake in the regulation of unions now have an open
road on which to move. Kennedy was more responsible for building this road than any other key senator, as Senator Morse of Oregon repeatedly proved.
2. K-L-G makes for the first time in the history of
the United States second-class citizens out of trade
unionists—they no longer have the rights of other
citizens; they are controlled and regulated as though
they were undesirable elements or superannuated juvenile delinquents who
need continued policing by governmental
•bureaucrats. None of the regulations imposed on trade unionists under the Act
apply to other groups of Americans and
their organizations—such as lawyers,
doctors, or any of the many groups of
trade and professional associations, most
of whom have special status and privilege of organization undef government
regulation.
3. The law is deliberately constructed
to help the open shop and union-busting
employer and to nullify effective solidarity and support of one worker to
another. In many aceses, scabbing is
almost compelled by law, with workers
in unions suffering severe penalties for
even Observance of picket lines.
4. The law contains a so-called bill of
rights for workers which has misled
many liberals, but which actually opens
the door for the activities of any kind of company
agent or provocateur to keep the union in continuous
disruption.
5. The law restricts the right of unions in selection of their own officials, lays down the doctrine of
guilt by accusation, and provides a windfall for.
lawyers.
The fact that President George Meany of the AFLCIO and President Walter Reuther of the UAW gave
their stamp of approval to the Kennedy-LandrumGriffin 'Act in no way makes that act less reprehensible. Both, Meany and Reuther are politicians first.
Their deal with Kennedy was obvious and simple. If
they cooperated with the McClellan Committee and
more specifically with Kennedy, they would remain
immune from such attacks as those leveled against
the ILWU and its cooperation with the Teamsters.
If Kennedy is elected we can expect to see once
again the kind of unholy alliance which prevailed
between Phil Murray and President Truman. This
was an alliance wherein Phil Murray was obligated
to delegate support of the CIO in exchange for powers of government being used against anyone Murray
designated as an enemy. The ILWU felt the full
weight of this vendetta—indictment of our officials,
continuing harassment, and most flagrant strikebreaking efforts in Hawaii and on the Pacific Coast.
Other facets of the Kennedy record present an overwhelming case against his endorsement. Senator Kennedy ran out on the fight against McCarthy. Even
when the fight was just about won and that terrible
menace to all basic American liberties appeared to
be under control,. Kennedy ducked a vote of censure
against McCarthy. No one was a sharper critic of this
example of political cowardice than Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt.
ENNEDY has talked time and again about the
need for sacrifice by the American people in a
dedicated effort to open up some of the new frontiers
he has discovered. He doesn't mention some of the
sacrifices of the Kennedy family. For example, a recent case in the City of New York where an award of
$2,430,000 was made in the condemnation of Kennedy
property valued by the Kennedy family at $1,100.000.
In this case the judge said, "The court cannot constitutionally deprive the owners of just compensation
because the latter was greedy enough to pay less thin
his fair share of taxes."
Nor is there any mention these days in the press
of the statement made by Kennedy in a speech in
Milwaukee when, in discussing the Berlin situation,
he announced, "Our position in Europe is worth a.
nuclear war, because if, you are driven. from Berlin
you are driven from Germany." Recent speeches by
Kennedy confirm this fetish of an atomic race and
atomic warfare. He has now decided there is no way,
of talking to any other country in the world until we
have the capacity of atomic warfare far ahead of
any others.
The Democratic Party platform ,and candidates re-'
fleet a contempt for the American people based upon
a belief that they'll buy anything. The talk is of disarmament and rnore -for an arms race. The platform,
speaks of democracy and says nothing about the ironclad control of Congressional machinery by a handful
of Southern Democratic reactionaries. They,adopt a
splendid platform on civil rights and designate as
vice president a candidate who has the most outstanding qualifications of any person in the country'to
assure no part of the civil rights program will ever see
the light of day.
The candidacy of Kennedy and..,Johnsbn is a direct
result of two basic operating factors, (1) the combiriation Qf big money and big city political machines, and
(2) the assumption that labor and ar liberal vote is
in the pocket of the Democratic Party arid it has no
place else to go.
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Why.the IL"
mud Endor
(A Statement by
MERICAN political life has hit a new low in
the present presidential campaign. All of the
worst aspects of Madison Avenue huckstering have
been turned loose on the American people. Lies, distortions, and double-talk are presented in place of
hard straight talk on the issues. Synthetic candidates,
phoney platforms, Wand meaningless speeches and
pledges have been put together with the aim in mind
of winning the White House for one or the other.
Everyone knows that the 1960 presidential race is
one gigantic fraud. Few dare to speak out and say so.
The ILWU has done it. To remain silent would be
to perpetuate the kind of wholesale deception which
is daily paraded before our eyes in the press and TV.
How do you begin to untangle this mess?
Everyone admits that the nation today has two
junior featherweights making passes at each other
for the heavyweight crown. Loyal members of both

A

parties *-= Democrat and

Republican—are 'quick

apologize for their candidate and to agree that their
man is far from what they would want today. But
at least he's not as bad as the other one.
Yet isn't this exactly why we find ourselves in
such a fix today? Each party machine expects to
win not on the basis of its candidate and program but
on the voter-revulsion against what the other party is
offering.
Not before in he history of our times has, the
American workingman been faced with such political
negation as that which faces him at the polls- next
November. In selecting the 35th President of the
United States he is handed the choice between two
nominees named by the
major, and presently only
effective political parties
in operation, neither of
which can, on the record of
the past fourteen years, be
trusted or expected to act
in the pursuance of the
workers' vital interests, but
indeed,'to the contrary.
VOTES 'for either
candidate for the Pres,idency he must,do so with
the sure, knowledge that
his vote ,fbr the lesser . of
two evils may be recorded,
if it be for the winner, as
a mandate for a program
and political philosophy
which no workingman
espouses.
Certain facts and principles need to be noted.
These are:
1) The membership of the ILWU with a long
record of participation ,in election and legislative work
is aware of the importance of voting ,and takes its
responsibilities in this ,respect seriously. There is,
moreover, in the:case of HaWali and Alaska, the first
opportunity our members there have ever had tO cast
.
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our members are registered as DeModrats, many of them active workers
in the Democratic Party, who think of the t Democratic Party in the image of ,Franklin Delano Roosevelt. The same substantial majority of the ILWU
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VU Executive
rsed Neither.
ILWU Officers)
-considers the Republican Party to be the party of
• Big Business.
3) If in any election campaign all things are considered equal, or approximately equal as to the merits
of the candidates, the membership will vote for the
Democrat, notwithstanding the basic non-partisan
record of the union.
It would follow, therefore, that if the Democratic
candidate for the Presidency were superior, equal to,
or even approximately equal in terms of his record
and program to the Republican candidate, our membership would expect endorsement of the Democrat.
It also follows that if the Democratic candidate is not
endorsed it can only be because there is an overwhelming showing of fact to justify rejection of such
endorsement.
Exhaustive analysis of the candidates, their records and platforms, has led the ILWU Executive
Board to withhold any endorsement.
,•
OR CONVENIENCE, we here restate the action
of the Board, which was reported in the previous
issue of The Dispatcher. This was:
We find both major candidates lacking in any desire for a program for bringing an end to the cold
war which drains our resources and keeps us under
the threat of nuclear war.
A vote for either is a vote against a positive program for peace and progress. We reject both.
Obviously either Kennedy or Nixon will be elected.
Either one elected will count every vote he received
as endorsement of his policy. He will not philosophize that he was selected
as a lesser evil.
We, submit however that
any hope for a decent and
progressive program from
either Presidential candidate is a wish which can
never be realized. We believe the greatest impact
on national policy would
be support of desirable congressional candidates to
the end 'that they Vutrim
In their distticts the Presidential- candidates. 'Here
we can'express a pdsitive
point of view and a positive
program.
This means that We can
recommend, not less but
intensified political action
on the legislative level, national and state.
We propose as a standard for support of a congressional candidate that,
he be

F

(11) genuinely determined to repeal the KennedyLandrum-Griffin Act,
(2) that he be for progressive social legislation, and
(3) that he be willing to stand up and take'on
• , the House Rules Committee, the filibuster
rule, the seniority rule and, aH , the ;other ,
paraphernalia that makes the, Congress the
-property, not of the people but of bi-pamtisan arch-reaction.

NIXON, Republican, candidate for President, while on Jegal, business for
the Navy. in Baltimore ,in 1946, received a long-dis‘tance call from Los Angeles. The man •at the other
end of the line was Herman Perry, a California
banker on a 100-member citizens committee searching for a Republican to oppose the candidacy of Democratic New Dealer Jerry Voorhis.
The .banker's question was blunt, to the point:
"Are you a Republican?"
"I guess so," Nixon answered Vaguely. "I voted
for Dewey last time."
'Nixon flew to California, . was interviewed by the banker's committee, and
won its support for nomination.
Thus was born Nixon-the-politician
who, from the very first day he was
asked to define his position, started
playing tricks.
It is this quality in Nixon .that hangs
about his head as five-o'clock shadow
used to .surround McCarthy. This may
explain a recent 'Wall Street Journal
complaint that a national survey revealed a vague and ill-defined sense of
uneasiness about him, an "I don't know
why but I just don't like him feeling."
Madison Avenue has had its wordsmiths working overtime to create an
image of the "New- Dick Nixon." They
have painted a picture called "liberal
Republicanism:" have en c our a g ed lip
service to make the candidate appear
to favor government action in behalf of
the people's welfare; to create an illusion that he is
friendly to labor, devoted to the aged, to the Negro
people, to the farmers—and to any, and all groups
from whom he hopes to garner enough votes to
achieve his ambition.
Nixon is forever the young man on the make.,But
neither the "new" image, nor the old Nixon can obscure the shady record. The record reveals a man
who, when a choice must be. made, almost always
chooses against the best interests of the majority of
the people.
It is the noxious record of a man whose fervent
drive toward power saw him riding roughshod over
the bodies of electoral opponcats—showing exquisite
talents with such niceties as rod baiting, lying, rumormongering,.and smearing whoever stood in his path.
In his rise .to power, witch-hunting, and the destruc-:
tion of men's reputations has been all in a day's work
for the Republican candidate for President.
IXON LEFT no room for Marquis of Queensbury
Wit g 'Who'll'lie- was'trunngifor the: vicezpre'si_N
dency in 1952, and the slogan was "turn the rascals
out." Anything that smacked 'Of McCarthyism was
all right in Nixon's book.
Now the "new" Nixon is trying to use the powder
puff approach. He asks that the rules of the political
game be changed, that name' calling and dredging
up the past voting and campaigning* records are not
fair in this new campaign. He and his associates are
doing everything in their power to evade a most important question in this campaign: is Richard Nixon
a fit man to be.president of the United States?
Nikon was first elected to Congress in 1946. Then,
as now, he was always on the make. He first ran
against incumbent Democratic representative Jerry
Voorhis. It was then we discovered the ingredients
that.: go into the , making of a political cutthroat.
Even before McCarthy shook America with irresponsible accusations, Nixon started his "soft on Communism" charges against Representative Voorhis.
His,campaign slogan was "a vote for'Nixon is a
vote against the PAC"• (Political Action ComMittee.
of the CIO).
"
If the Smear campaign against Voorhis shocked
Californians it was as nothing compared to the 1950
campaign,for US Senate against Helen Gahagan Doug-,
las.. By then his major weapon was an unremitting-.
campaign to pin the Red label on any opponent. He
distributed "pink sheets" as his most important earn- paign _literature, in which he attempted- to show that
Mrs. Douglas 'and Rep. Vito''Marcantonio ..of New
York itoted the same way on'a large number of issues.
'The 'fact that'a Majority of House Members, Republicans' and Democrats alike, voted the same way 'in
• most of these issues, was completely''ignored.
NixOn's campaign tactics was clearly based on.,the.
successful' use of the big lie, a' tactic he seems consciously frying to avoid in the 'current campaign.

.‘

IXON'S MAJOR CLAIM to public attention, while,
a Representative, and a member of the House unAmerican Committee Was his personal efforts in the
Alger Hiss case, including the highly dramatic, and
qUestionable, revelation of the so-called "pumpkin
papers" 'of Whittaker Chambers.
Nixon on many occasions implied that he singlehandedly should ,be credited with putting Hiss in
prison.; To this, ay that case has never- been properly
cleared up and many have questioned whether Nixon
was.,involved in some , devious shenanigans against
Hiss, in order to upgrade his personal political stock.
The :term "frame-up" has been heard often:
The ,Hiss case certainly payed his road to the
Senate in 1950. Two years after he became' a US.
Senator, the ambitious, on2rgetic, intelligent and mot.
,
ally. unscrupylotts Young Man was nominated' as General Dwight, D. Eisenhower's running. mate..
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While Eisenhower was chosen to run a "dignified"
Campaign, Nixon was handed the chore of carrying
the smear-ball.
His campaign manager, Murray Chotiner, an influence peddler who believed in rough tactics, taught
Nixon tricks he had never dreamed of.
Chotiner can take credit for teaching Nixon that
the handiest device for impressing people is to twist
facts. His mentor also taught the vice-president to be
more concerned' with techniques than with issues and
to play .at the game . of being all things to all men
when votes are involved.
Richard H. Rovere, writing in Harper's magazine analyzed this aspect of
Nixon's behavior.
"What stands out in any consideration of the' whole record is the flexibility
that suggests an. almost total indifference to policy. Nixon appears to be a
politician with an advertising man's approach to his work. Policies are products
to be Sold the public—this one today,
that one tomorrow, depending on the
discounts and -the state of the market..
He moves from intervention to anti-intervention with the same ease and lack
of anguish with which a copywriter
might transfer his loyalties from Camels
to Chesterfields:
Nixon's greatest challenge came soon
after he was nominated for the vicepresidency in 1952, when it was revealed that he had accepted $18,000
from California backers to supplement
salary as a senator. Nixon did not deny the 'existence of the fund but said he never used any part of
it personally.
The clamor against Nixon became so great that he
went on nationwide television to defend his fund. He
sat his wife, Pat, and his little cocker spaniel,
Checkers, a gift dog, in front of the cameras and,
using a television speech prepared by Madison Avenue,
he tossed off the scandalous $18,000 expense account
provided by business men as if it were only used for
patriotic purposes. In this speech he referred to his
wife's "respectable republican cloth coat" and about
his dog Checkers, he said, "Regardless of what they
say about it, we're going to keep it." 'Dog lovers
cheered lustily.
Currently. Nixon's campaign aims at selling a Madison Avenue product called "liberal republicanism."
In order to market this shoddy goods, Nixon tries
:desperately to avoid any check on his voting record.
The record belies this lip service to "liberalism."
On labor legislation, Nixon has been almost consistently. anti-union. In 1947 when he was a member
of the House he voted for the Hartley Bill—a measure
harsher than the final Taft-Hartley Act. He then
voted for the TH law over President Truman's veto
and in 1949 he opposed any efforts to repeal the
law. In 1952 he voted -for a provision requesting the
president to invoke the injunction section of the TaftHartley' Act In the steel strike.
As vice-president he cast a tie-breaking vote in
the Senate in favor of the Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin
Act.
On social security, two years ago an amendment
to raise public assistance payments to the aged, blind
and disabled; by about $5 a month, was killed by
Nixon on a 40-40 tie vote.
His "liberal" bag of tricks has been consistently
exposed in these tie-votes where the issues at stake
involved major conflicts between the liberal and conservative blocs.'
HETHER IT IS the new Nixon or the old Nixon,
'he manages to live up to the description once
written by the Nation magazine as "an opportunist
,who works both sides of the street." He speaks fervently for example, of his devotion to education, yet
it was his breaking of a tie vote that recently scuttled
important education legislation..
There seems to be too many Nixons:
There is a "liberal Republican"-Nixon, and a "con.servative Republican:"
There is a Nixon who, when it was profitable to,
him, was pro-McCarthy., and another one who claimed
to be anti-McCarthy.
There was a Nixon who criticized the war in Korea,.,
and another one who said war was the only way to
stop communism.
' There is the Nixon who frankly advocated sending
American boys to fight in Indo-China and another,one
spoke against shedding American blood.
There is the Nixon who speaks for increased for-.
eign aid, and the other one who boasts that he will
"economize" by redacin.g aid appropriations.
And there is, as Morris H. Rubin wrote in the
Progressive in October, 1960, "the most irreconcilable
of the Nixon twins—the Nixon who argues for 'the
moral values that have made us great' and the Nixon
who has made duplicity and distortion the hall marks
of his political campaigns.
What is the truth about Nixon? One writer put it
this way:
"The presidency is a place for greatness. Richard
Nixon's soiled record as a campaigner, his reactionary views as domestic legislator, and his evasive, op-.
portunist, and self-contradictory record in . foreign
affairs ..disqualify him, Ambition alone is not.enough."
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IBT Wants
Convention;
No Monitors

SF Police 'Riot Dogs' Could
Break Strikes, NCDC Warns

(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C.—The Teamsters Union asked the US Court of
.Appeals here to end the litigationsnarled Board of Monitors by authorizing an immediate convention where
the membership could resume full control over their affairs. •
At the same time, attorneys for the
union asked that the appointment of
former FBI agent Terence F. McShane
as chairman of the monitors be stayed.
The latest court action followed a
decision by District _Court Judge F.
Dickinson Letts to swear in McShane
September 26 over Teamster opposition. Letts had been asked earlier in an
Appeals Court ruling to reconsider McShane's appointrient.
FBI MAN 'UNFIT'
Through his attorneys, Teamster
President James Hoffa charged that
McShane, who had investigated and
testified against him while an FBI
agent, was unfit to head the monitors.
"I believe that McShane, without
question, is prejudiced," he said.
In making this point, the Teamster
President pointed out that the terms
of the original 1958 court decree setting up the monitorship, .called for the
chairman to be a neutral party acceptable to the other two Monitors.
Hoffa went on to state that the two
current members of the monitor board,
William E. Bufalino and Lawrence T.
Smith, were both opposed to the selection of McShane.
These and other arguments were apparently .disregarded by Letts, who
said he could find "no occasion whatever for departing from the nomination
previously made."
Teamster attorneys, having scored
a number of victories over Letts in the
Appeals Court, are hopeful that the
new round of litigation over the tangled affairs of the monitorship will be
the last step in returning the union to
its membership.

Crabtree is the
Candidate Fay
Democratic candi.

SAN FRANCISCO — The projected
use of dogs by the San Francisco Police Department to control "rioters"
was protested in a letter to Mayor
Christopher by the Northern California
District Council last week as "smacking of Hitlerism where the practice of
using dogs originated."
"These dogs could be used against
picket lines of organized labor," the
Council stated.
Police Chief Thomas Cahill, in Washington, DC, for a meeting of International Association of Chiefs of Police,
said he would study the possibility of
establishing a K-9 corps in the department, to help control "unruly crowds."
Cahill said the City Hall "riot" of
last May 13 (when university students
protesting the un-American Activities
Committee were unmercifully beaten
and hosed down by a near-hysterical
group of policemen) would never have
taken place if police dogs were on hand
to control the crowd.
"I'm sure nobody would have gone
near the door of the supervisors' cham-

date for Treasurer of Coos County,
Oregon. Her husband, Lawrence, is a Vancouver Union Women
member of longshore Local 12 and she
is active in the auxiliary. Mother of Attend Peace Meet
VANCOUVER, B. C.—Auxiliary 30
three and proud grandmother of eight
children, Fay believes the way labor was one of the groups represented
can get the best shake is to vote for at a peace conference of frade union
candidates who are active in the labor women scheduled October 6 in the Fishmovement. And she's practicing, what ermen's Union Hall here.
The meeting was sponsored by the
she preaches.
Cancer Biggest Killer of Kids
NEW YORK—More school children
die of cancer than of any other disease,
according to the American Cancer Society. Last year cancer killed more than
4,000 youngsters under the age of 15.
About half of these deaths were due to
leukemia (cancer of the blood).

Trade Union Women's Committee for
Peace, an outgrowth of an assembly of
women trade unionists,
PEACE TAGS
The auxiliary is helping distribute
peace tags, issued by an interim committee, set up last May and has also
written to the Premier of British Columbia urging a ban On"all A and H
bomb testing.

SAN FRANCISCO — The ILWU
band is just one year old, with some
50 rehearsals to its credit, and has
already chalked up an enviable record for itself.
This band, made up of working
musicians, but as longshoremen,
warehousemen, shipclerks, walking
bosses, and in related work) is in
trouble, however, and needs financial help, according to Ken Austin,
ILWU band manager.
The band will hold a benefit concert—to aid the "ILWU Music Fund"
—at Longshore Auditorium, Wednesday evening, October 12, 8:30 p.m.,
where a choice selection of talents
in jazz, folk blues, blues, bands and
individual performances, will get together to give the band a boost.
The toll will be $1.50 and will include all the above plus the ILWU
big band and jazz band, with the
evening ending up in a jam session
with many jazz musicians spromiiing
to "set in."
In addition there will be a jazi
art exhibit in the lobby—eight wa- tercolors in the jazz idiom by artist
Lucille Austin.

(
• From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

One Out of Three ,Wives Work
WASHINGTON—Nearly 1 out of 3
wives over age 35 was in the labor
force in 1959 as against 1 out of 8 in
1940, the US Labor Department's Bureau of Labor Statistics reports.

ILWU Band Sets
Benefit Concert

men (who make their living, not as

No Fights for
US and Russ
Fish Experts
WASHINGTON,D. C.—Despite heated arguments at the UN, US and Russian fishery experts are quietly proceeding with an exchange program in
the management of the seal resources
off the coasts of Alaska and Siberia.
According to an Interior Department
announcement, two Russian' scientists
and an interpreter have arrived on St.
Paul Island in the Pribilofs for a twoweek study of the fur seal rookeries
and US harvesting installations.
Two American scientists, both members of the staff of the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, Fish and Wildlife
Scrvice, are already cin Robben Island
off the coast of Siberia making a similar study of the Russian fur seal
resource.
The exchange of scientific information and personnel is provided, for in
the fur seal convention signed in 1957
by the Soviet Union, Canada, Japan
and the United States. The convention
provides for .a six-year study of the
northern fur seals as a means of obtaining information necessary for improved management of both American and Asian herds.
-Both Russian and American sealing
operations have been completed for the
year but the seal herds are just starting their exodus for the high seas
where they will intermingle to some
extent during the winter months. In
the spring the seals will return to their
respective rookeries to breed and bear
their young.

bers or come over that barrier," Cahill declared. "Boy, when those dogs
growl, I'm telling you that people pay
attention!"
The Northern California District
Council's letter to Mayor George Christopher, signed by NCDC secretary
Michael P. Johnson, said:
"The Northern California District
Council of the ILWU strenuously protests the announced intention by Chief
of Police Cahill to inaugurate the use
of police dogs to control people in the
city of San Francisco.
"We believe these dogs could be used
by the police as a device to support
strikebreakers and terrorize legitimate
picket lines of organized labor.
"Cahill's statement, as reported to
the local press, that 'I'm sure nobody
would have gone near the door of the
supervisors' chambers .. . Boy, when
those dogs growl, I'm telling you that
people pay attention,' in relation to
the recent demonstrations by students
and others against the un-American
Activities Committee, shows his apparent lack of confidence in his men and
in himself to do their proper job.
"Cahill's project also smacks of Hitlerism and Nazi Germany where the
practice of using dogs against people
originated.
"We respectfully suggest that you,
Mr. Mayor, might consider replacing
Chief of Police Cahill with Rin-TinTin."

Coffee:And for Caucus

Ladies of Auxiliary 16 have hot coffee and a bite to eat ready for hard'
working delegates to the Longshore, Shipclerk and Walking Boss caucus which
convened October 3 at International headquarters, San Francisco. They are (left
to right) Asta Harmon, Anne MacDonald, Sally Pine, Florence Faggot, and
Cloie Trammell. Also aSsisting in this enterprise, but not seen in the picture, are
Nadyne Quartero of Stockton Auxiliary 7, and from Auxiliary 17 in Oakland,
Bessie Joseph, Idalynd Rutter, Jo Nell Daniels, and Wenonah Drasnin.

Port Boosters

Local 8 President Francis Murnane and Vice-President Everett D. Ede, as they appeared recently with top representatives of .the Pacific Maritime Association on a KGW-TV labor

management relations half hour program, "Teamwork on the Waterfront." Murnane told the audience during the informal panel discussion that "Portland's greatness was achieved because of her port." Seen above are the program's
narrator, Thomas P. Guerin, general manager of Portland Dock Commission (next to camera) and (left to right) Russell
Ferguson and K. C. Conyers, Portland PMA heads, Ede and Murnane. Vice-President Ede told the audience there has

been no major work stoppage in Portland's harbor for more than twelve years and noted with pride that the Portland
area arbitrator for disputes is himself an ex-longshoreman Matt Meehan, whose recommendations are unanimously
respected by labor and management alike.
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Honest Election Statement
Editor: Please accept, for yourself
and the _Executive Board, my thanks
and congratulations for the most honest, clear and correct statement on
Nixon-Kennedy, et al., that I have seen.
I ask that this statement be given
the widest publicity possible. I am sure
that there are many who feel as I do
that this position is the correct one,
but who are not sure their neighbor
agrees.
It is high time that we junk the .
"lesser of 2 evils" theory and. start
working with other unions to put some
real human beings in nomination.
I believe that the Democratic Party
would have won the greatest victory in
the history of American politics if they
had nominated Professor Linus Pauling
for President on his record for peace
and world brotherhood, and Reverend
Martin Luther King on his record for
civil rights.
Against a creature like Nixon I'm
sure that half or more of the Republican voters would have swung over to
them.
Forward to a Farmer Labor Party!
With all my best wishes, DAVID.HIPOLITO,
Local 6, Oakland.

Dangers of Carbon Monoxide
Editor: The article in The Dispatcher
telling about the brother at Newport
who was overcome by carbon monoxide
fumes prompts us to write you this letter.
Eddy Jones, one of our business
agents, has spent considerable time
this year on the carbon monoxide problem: Accident reports have been made
out by our people, blood tests have
been taken on the job to determine
the amount of carbon monoxide gas in
the blood stream. Some men went to
hospitals and were given oXygen, this
being the fastest way to dispel carbon
monoxide from the blood. We found the
percentage of carbon monoxide gas in
the blood of the men tested to be extremely high, from a normal of less
than 1 percent to a very dangerous degree of just under 30 percent.
This condition was taken up by the
Joint LRC and also our safety committee.
Today a program of research and
study is going on to find a way to end
for all time the dangers of men being
overcome by carbon monoxide gases.
Several things have been done here,
such as larger and better blowers; also
a type of exhaust that cuts down on
the fumes is being tried and used. Our
employers are contacting people all
over the country in an effort to find a
way to cure this problem.
CARL H. ANDERSON, Secretary,
Local 8, Portland

Labor Missing the Boat
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ing and donating money. Our brother
warehousemen seem to be ahead of us
longshoremen on this one. Asbury Howard, vice-president of the Mine-Mill and
Smelter Workers, says, "These young
people are determined to gain the freedom they yearn for by legal and moral
means. There is no one, white or black,
who can stop anyone from yearning
for freedom and trying to get it, despite abuse and arrests."
If the labor movement fails to take
advantage of this situation they are
certainly "missing the boat."
MARSHALL GROB,
Local 12, North Bend, Ore.

.off

Ralph Rider Named
VP of Seward CC
SEWARD,- Alaska — Ralph Rider,
veteran ILWU longshoreman in Alaska,
was elected first vice-president of the
Seward Chamber of Commerce at its
annual meeting held September 8.
Rider has been the longshore representative to the chamber for the past
seven years and has served two full
terms as a member of its Board of Directors.
According to the official organ of
ILWU Local 60 here, "60 Speaks,"
"Rider has probably held more important offices in the union than any'other
member." He joined the longshore union in 1949, held the office of secretary
of the original Local 1-39 from 1952 to
1959; welfare secretary during those
same years;. secretary of the Seward
Benevolent Association 1957-59; public
relations committeeman, 1957-59;i delegate to the All-Alaska Contract Negotiations, Ketchikan, 1958.
In addition Rider was a shipside dispatcher for seven years, was secretary
to the new amalgamated Local 60, and
delegate to the ILWU convention in
Seattle in 1959 and is eurrentlwucus delegate. 11111111.1t •

maurine Neuberger,
Candidate Meets Longshoremen Deocratic
ca
m
date for United States Senator for Oregon and widow of Senator Richard Neuberger, meets longshoremen on the job on Portland docks. Mrs. Neuberger has
been campaigning extensively along the Portland waterfront to explain her
program for harbor development. She is particularly concerned with tapping the
resources of the Oregon coast by building extensive navigation facilities in
order to "give a new lift to advancement of Oregon's econc my." Labor in Oregon is giving Mrs. Neuberger enthusiastic endorsement.

'Open Call for Violence'
Charged in Smelter Strike
DENVER—A top official of the International Union of Mine, Mill and
Smelter Workers charged here this
week that Wall Street-owned mining
interests are using the notorious Mohawk Valley Formula for strike-breaking in an "open call for violence"
against 2,200 lead-zinc miners and
smeltermen in the Coeur d'Alenes of
Idaho, on strike since last May.

How to Fight Deadly Gases
While Working in the Hold
SAN FRANCISCO—In an effort to
met the growing danger from carbon
monoxide and other noxious gases in
the holds of ships, the Pacific Maritime Association's Accident Prevention
Bureau recently contacted member
stevedoring companies with several
new methods of installing blowers to
alleviate the problem.
Last week Lincoln Fairley, HAM
Research Director, transmitted the suggested plans and diagrams to all longshore locals on the Pacific Coast.
These were the recommendations for
installation of ventilating equipment:
(1) Trim ships ventilators to take
advantage of natural air currents.

Editor: For some time it has been (2) If ship's hold ventilation system
pointed out that most of the anti-labor is of the type which introduces fresh
legislation introduced in the Senate air into the hold, then its use will usuand Congress is sponsored by the ally prove advantageous.
southern clique that holds most of the (3) Ship's ventilation system which
chairmanships on various powerful merely re-circulates the air will not
committees due to seniority. Most of be of use in providing adequate venus realize that were these reactionary tilation.
southerners replaced, the entire complexion of both houses would be (4) When portable ventilating equipchanged. That then, and only then, , SKIN OF SI-UP OR STOWED CARG0 .4
would there be a chance for any proz7
gressive legislation. The only question
seems to be—,-"how can they be replaced?"
Would it be too much to assume that
the present move by the Negro people
in the south is the answer? So far we
see them getting very little help from
organized labor. Yet what better opporSp/J4REOF
tunity can labor ask than to finally,
not only help bring the vote to the
PATC14
south but also unionize that area? Our
state department deplores what is hap'
pening in South Africa, to the Negroes
there. It never seems to deplore what
is happening in our own South.
-/4
(
7
• It is encouraging to see that some
are
unions
giving moral and financial
V NS
support to this movement—by picket-

T

ment provided by the direct employer
is used:
(a) Hang blower(s) in corners(s) of
main deck hatch openings so that
the intake side of the blower is
up and level with the top of the
hatch coaming.
(b) Drop tubing to desired deck
opening and lead under coaming and secure so that end of
tubing is 12 to 15 feet from
skin of the ship, pile of cargo,
or bulkhead. In lower hold lines
attached to end of tubing can
be secured to the sweat battens
to hold end of tubing in position.
(5) Holds in which vehicles are to
be used should be completely uncovered at all decks above the level where
the equipment is working.
(6) If vehicles are used in deep tanks,
reefer compartments, or other enclosed
small areas, special attention must be
paid to ensure that fresh air from the
ventilating system is so introduced that
it sweeps foul air out into the square
of the hatch, and that fresh air reaches
all pockets between cargo, etc.
DECK LEVEL

Mine-Mill Secretary-Treasurer Irving
Dichter leveled the charge with reference to a recent "Dear John" letter
addressed to American Smelting and
Refining Company strikers by J. C.
Kieffer, manager of the company's
Northwest Mining Department, in
which the men were urged to show
"guts" and "get back to work."
."Such a flagrant attempt at strikebreaking and open call for violence will
never succeed," Dichter said. He added:
"If the company wants to start operations, the best way is to sit down with
the union and negotiate an agreement."
The Mohawk Valley strike-breaking
formula, first developed by employers
in the Mohawk Valley of New York
state during the 1930's, is characterized by company support and sponsorship of third-party community elements
for union-busting behind a smokescreen
of red smears to obscure the real
issues.
PHONEY PATRIOT APPEAL
The formula has been applied in this
strike with the involvement of certain
segments of the business, professional
and even high school student communities in such newly-formed groups as
a "Shoshone County Anti-Communist
League," a "Common Sense Council,"
an "I Am An American Youth" organization, and most recently a "blue
card" back-to-work company union
movement calling itself the "Northwest
Metal Miners."
All of them have fallen flat on theft'
faces.
Issues in the strike are identical, involving wage and contract demands
ready granted in previous settlements
reached by Mine-Mill with ninety percent of the non-ferrous metals industry,
including AS&R at its properties elsewhere throughout the country.

ADA Journal Reports
Oregon Dental Success
CHICAGO—"The ILWU-PMA dental
program has been succesful in Oregon,"
it's reported in the Journal of the
American Dental Association.
All concerned have expressed satisfaction with the program, reports Dr.
William Howard, Oregon Dental Service Director, in the August Journal. He
describes how the program works in
his state, and says:
"Most dentists (148 out of 179 questioned in a survey) now participating
in the plan would welcome the adoption
of similar plans by other unions."
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MAN sits on a platform before a
console and looks into a television
receiver. A quarter mile away, down
a shed, far out of sight around a corner, a man with a fork-lift waits for
cargo • to roll •by. There is no human
being in between these two men. The
cargo rolls automatically, and the man
before the- switches, buttons and lights
on the control board knows exactly
what is happening all the way down
the line.
He can see the entire operation on
his closed-circut TV; his control board
informs him about speed and position
and direction of all cargo; he can speak
and hear with his wired, two-way voice.
communication to any part of the vast
warehouse.
All the cargo rolls from the barges
on the river to the final location in
the vast 550,000 square feet storage
ILWU Local 6 members put in a Saturday shed, with no human beings steering
of overtime work October 1 at Schilling the equipment.
Division of McCormack and Company in order to donate a full day of weekday
The man on the platform .(he is
pay to the United Bay Area Crusade. Office workers also participated. Clarence called the "dispatcher") Can—with his
Baker of Local 6, left, is assistant Crusade chairman in the plant. Rosemary Heb- push-button controls, and with just a
ner, center, is from the personnel department, and Gertrude Williams, right, is a few fork-lift drivers at either end—
Local 6 shop stewardess. Schilling matched the employe contributions, served a receive, sort, store and otherwise hanluncheon And met transportation costs. The Crusade goal in the San Francisco dle barge loads of mixed cargo.
Bay Area this year is $11,250,000.
This is the newest step in waterside
automation. And it isn't a plan- for the
future, a vague dream on the drawing
boards.
It is here. It's real. I saw it myself
recently in Portland, Oregon, at the
Waterway Terminals. And it's just anNEWPORT, Ore.—Ernest Baker, the public, featured an illustrated lecture other example of the future. Except,'
Oregon locals' representative at Salem on China by Maud Russell, publisher' it's a fact of life—now!
*
,
for the past three sessions of the legis- of the Far East Reporter, and a report.
EVERAL YEARS'ago dockworkers
lature, was re-elected to the post at a on Cuba by Murnane, a member of the
meeting of the Columbia River District union's three-man delegation to Latin
,and warehousemen first became
Council, held here September 18.
aware of the changes in work methods'
America.
and general modernization that we reHe was chosen from a field of three,
fer to broadly as "mechanization."
nominated in June. The runner-up,
Slowly, as we saw the first signs—
Johnny Parks, a former business agent
a new machine here, a new kind of load
of Local 8 and active on that local's
there — our members began to talk
executiv- oard, was named alternate.
PORTLAND, Ore. — The Interstate
about the mechanization that was ."in
He will take Baker's place in case of
illness and assist in lobbying bills of Commerce Commission last week re- the wind," but still a long ways off.
fused to suspend the 25 percent rail
special interest.
Even today most of our members
The council set -up a subcommittee freight rate cut scheduled to go into haven't felt the changes drastically in
to help Baker screen candidates' for effect September 30 on grain shipments their pay checks or in over-all work
political office, and bring recommenda- to Northwest ports.
opportunity. Sure we've seen: a few
tions for or against endorsement to
The Commission's suspension board, van-ships, some new machines, and
the group's October meeting, which will however, recommended that the ICC many ingenious new ways of making
be held in Astoria.
hold public hearings on the protests of up .loads. But there still seems to be
Named to the screening committee
several groups, including Local 8, that plenty of fat left in the job situation,
were President Francis Murnane and
and our registered members have'tendSecretary Everett Ede of Local 8; and the rail freight slash would tend to ed to ignore reality. Let's look at realKneeland Stranahan of Checkers Local destroy water-route competition for the ity:
grain shipments and to cause inactiv40.
The man in this Portland terminal
The meeting, which was open to the ity on Columbia River waterfronts.
warehouse, in front of his complex

C-Day in Warehouse

CRDC Re-Elects Ernest Baker
As Legislative Lobbyist

S

Local 8 Protests
Rail Rate Slash

man sitting in front of the electronic panel controls the moveAutomated Cargo Movement The
ment of cargo unloaded from barges at the Waterway Terminals
in Portland, Oregon. The cars, pulled by sub-floor tow-lines, carry fully Ipaded pallets from the vessel to the final destination in the warehouse, or to rail car sidings, completely controlled by this single "dispatcher." He can also see
hidden sections of the warehouse through his remote control TV monitors. Between 1500 and 2200 pallet loads a day
have been received, counted, sorted and put away, using these automated processes with a minimum of human handling. (See J. R. Robertson, "On the March," above, for more details.),

panel board of buttons and lights, handles automatically about 1500 pallet
loads a day, roughly 1300 tons—Ton
loads varying from 800 to 6000 pounds.
On a peak day, he has routed from
barges to their resting place as much
as 2200 pallet loads.
The way it works, in rough outline,
is this:
Along the river there are moorings
for seven working barges and one in
reserve. Along the dock and thence
into the vast warehouse there is a subfloor tow line (resembling in a way
cable-car towlines). Small captive cars
are towed by this line down to each
barge, where the load is landed by. a
fork-lift operator. The .main conveyor
line is over a half-mile long-,--2700 feet,
It runs clockwise in a long loop along
the dock and then back along the edge
of the 1300 foot long warehouse.
Off the main conveyor line there are.
six spur lines down long sections of the
warehouse. These are each 325 feet
long. At each of these spur points there
are automatic devices to switch the
cars to the side track.
When this line is moving smoothly
it is said that a car can be loaded on
each barge in 40-second cycles. The
cars move to the barge, stop, are loaded
and on their way in this short time.
From then on in to the final destination, automation takes over.
S EACH CAR passes the "dis.
patcher" in front of his console
and TV receivers, he sets a signal by
remote control that determines down
which spur track each car will move.
As each car reaches one of the lateral
tracks it moves into the proper, pre-set
place, and when the proper number
have been automatically counted, and
the limit is reached, the lateral track
will accept no more.
Four of the laterals are spaced for
warehousing, and two are arranged to
bring the loads to rail-car loading platforms.
After the cars have been emptied,
they move back into the tow line cycle
and return to the barges for another
load.
While this system has been used
primarily for discharging paper loads
and rolls from barges, it can just as
easily be reversed and used for carrying cargo to the barges—or to and
from ships.
The whole system is still in its first
pioneering phases. The owners them-,
selves point out that this new system
is just beginning for them, and that
they have many more unique plans in
mind.
Even this first experiment is paying
off for the management. They can use
their space more efficiently, they claim
they can achieve cargo turnover at a
much greater speed. They, can count
and sort and channelize carg&with
absolute Minimum of workers;
The owners of the terminal-put it in
it nutshell themselves: "It stabilizes
cost by transferring work from Men to
machines."
This, of course, is what officers and
rank-and-file leaders of our union have
been talking about for quite some time.
We haven't always been sure that the
membership took our many discussions
and projected plans for mechanization
very seriously.
Perhaps this description of a very
real fact of life will help bring the future into some present perspective.
The hard facts are available for us
to ponder. We aren't talking any longer'.
about what "may happen"—but what:
IS happening.

A

Lumber Work Down in Oregon
, SALEM, Ore.—Employment in the
lumber industry has only been lower'
in August in one year since 1947, ie
State Department of Employment said
last,week. That was in 1954, when industry was out on strike,

